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What is a Tarmac Rally? 
 
Targa Tasmania is a world-class international motorsport event about to enter its 27th consecutive 
year. This is a Targa rally that travels over 2,000kms with over 40 competitive stages on closed 
roads for the true motoring enthusiast, catering for up to 300 selected cars approved by invitation. 
 
Targa Tasmania's heritage comes from a passionate history dating back to 1905 in Sicily, where 
the inaugural "Targa Florio" was unveiled. Targa Florio took its name from organiser Vincenzo 
Florio. Each winner was presented with a plate bearing the Florio family crest. The Italian word for 
plate is "Targa", hence the name, "Targa". While Targa Florio is no longer a competitive race for 
road cars and classics, every year a pilgrimage still takes place driving the Sicilian Course. 
 
Our competition also draws concepts directly from the best features of the Mille Miglia, the Coupe 
des Alpes and the Tour de Corse to create the world’s largest Tarmac Rally with a cross section of 
marvellously restored classic vehicles as well as the latest in grand touring and sports vehicles.” 
 
If you complete all stages within the maximum time allowance, you will be awarded a Targa Plate. 
 
Targa North West, Targa Great Barrier Reef & Targa High Country are shorter versions of Targa.  

• Targa North West is a two-day event that takes place south of Burnie, Tasmania.  
• Targa Great Barrier Reef is a 3-day event based in Cairns in Far North Queensland. 
• Targa High Country is a three-day event based at Mt Buller near Mansfield in Victoria.  

 
What Categories are Available and What Car Can I Use? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Times have changed since the inaugural event in 1991 when there was a heavy emphasis on 
classic cars. We are still keen to see classic cars entering the event and the entry fees are priced 
to their advantage. Full details of the technical regulations, classes and categories can be found at 
www.targa.com.au 
 
There are numerous competitions based on the age of the vehicle and the capacity of the engine. 
Broadly speaking there are four modern competitions covering cars from 1986 to current and two 
classic competitions covering from 1946 to 1985. There is also Vintage Rallye for all vehicles built 
before 1946. There are also two speed limited to 130kph competitions and a Tour designed for 
those who wish to simply enjoy the closed Targa roads. 
 



CREW PREPARATION 
 
You will need to be in reasonably good health to compete in this type of event. For Targa 
Tasmania, you will need to be able to compete in an event that lasts for six days and may 
be quite stressful in the event of unforeseen issues arising, so you must be as well 
prepared as you can be. If you have completed in car club events before, think in terms of 
doing eight circuit sprints every day for a week and think how you will handle that. 
 
If you are a driver you really need to be confident in your abilities to handle your car in a 
high-speed situation, where things can get out of control very quickly, if you are 
unprepared. This could be as simple as coming around a corner at speed and finding 
loose gravel, oil, water or even another vehicle stopped in a bad position, where you have 
to take avoiding action suddenly. The more practice you can have on a track beforehand 
can only be a good thing. Money spent on your own skills will never be wasted. 
 
Apparel  
 
Please check the labelling of items such as your driving suit, 
balaclava and gloves. They will have to meet the current FIA 
standards and labelling otherwise you will need to buy new ones. You 
will not be permitted to start without the correct gear. See the CAMS 
manual at www.cams.com.au for the latest standards. 
 
Attitude 
 
Assuming you are the driver, the most important thing you can do is to improve your own 
driving skills, before you do anything else. At almost every Targa or Targa rally, 15% of all 
cars will crash, as a result of driver error. Just because you have a fast car does not mean 
you have also purchased the skills to drive it at its maximum. On the undulating, winding 
and hilly roads that Targa rallies take place on, your skills will be stretched, to the limit and 
beyond. On any racetrack you have adequate run-off, sand traps or even guiding walls of 
tyres to lessen the impact. On a Targa rally there are seldom such pleasant things waiting 
to help you, more like a bloody great big tree, right where you are headed. Fortunately, 
severe accidents are rare, but they do happen and you must consider the consequences 
and drive accordingly. Similarly you must drive at a pace where you can have a margin to 
deal with unforeseen problems, such as gravel thrown up on the road, water or oil patches 
that are very hard to see, especially in shadow in the lee of a hill. Having said all that, 
Targa rallies will give you the greatest thrill of your life. 
 
Breath Testing 
 
You will be breath tested every day before starting. There is zero tolerance of alcohol in 
the blood for either crew member. 
 
 
 



Drivers Briefings 
 
You must attend a compulsory briefing before commencing the event. 
 
Drinks 
 
On long days driving you will get dehydrated if you are not careful, so have a bottle of 
water easily accessible, but secured adequately. Any bicycle shop can supply a water 
bottle with a metal mounting bracket that will secure it. Don't forget that a loose water 
bottle weighs about 750g, so you don't want it wandering around, inside your car. If it gets 
loose and gets under your feet when you are braking etc. 
 
Driving Tips 
 
There are a number of components to a Targa event. The first stage is always set with a 
relatively low average speed and a minimum time allowed to ensure you adjust to driving 
at a far greater rate than you may be used to. Do not go flat out immediately, as penalties 
apply for breaking a minimum time and play yourself in and get used to driving at speed, 
on a closed road. On any stage you commence, remember that you will be on cold tyres 
and have limited grip, due to the cold road surface. 
 
 
You can elect to use pace notes. These are available from several suppliers. You will be 
given a road book, with all necessary instructions, to be able to traverse the transport and 
competitive stages. This will be quite comprehensive and will note any particularly 
dangerous corners with a distance. 
 
A common mistake is to turn in too early on corners, which results in a poor exit speed. 
Brake to a more acceptable speed, assess the corner and then accelerate out of the 
corner, for your maximum pace. 
 
Helmet 
 
In a closed car you can use an open face helmet or a full-face helmet. Full face helmets 
are compulsory in open top cars.  
You can purchase helmets with built-in intercom units. 
Please ensure your helmet meets current FIA Standards. Go to www.cams.com.au to 
verify 
 
Licences & Logbooks 
 
Essentially there are two levels of licence required for crew members. Apart from a civil 
licence, drivers will be required to have a National Rally Licence from CAMS if they are 
entering the competition categories. Navigators are required to have a National Rally 
Licence too. However, if they are intending to do only one event then you can get a single 
event licence. 
 



You will only need a basic CAMS Level 2 speed (L2S) competition licence for all Trophy 
competitions and the Tour. To get any CAMS licence you will need to be a member of a 
CAMS affiliated Australian car club. 
 
All competition cars need to have a CAMS logbook.  This is a simple process and requires 
an inspection by a CAMS official. 
 
Visit the CAMS website for further details at www.cams.com.au 
 
Navigator/Co-Driver 
 
Apart from the necessity of being able to read quickly, a navigator has to be immune from 
motion sickness and be able to issue clear instructions, under pressure. The navigator will 
also have to keep in mind where fuel stops are en-route. Make no mistake, the navigator 
is the captain of your ship as without them, all your driving skills are to no avail. 
 
Overtaking 
 
In the world of rallying, overtaking is rare except at Targa, where the cars start slowest to 
fastest and only 30 seconds apart. The overtaking car has absolute right of way. The 
penalties for baulking another competitor are severe, so please do the right thing when 
being overtaken. 
 
Stage Notes, Pens & Recces 
 
It will take a bit of getting used to stage notes, as it requires 100% accuracy on the part of 
the navigator and 100% confidence in the navigator, by the driver. This will not happen on 
your first event, but you will soon get the hang of it, as you develop accuracy and 
confidence in each other. 
 
When using a pen, make sure that is hanging around your 
neck by a string, as otherwise it can get lost. Have a door 
pocket or similar for the navigator to be able to store the road 
book securely. 
 
Reconnoitring or recces is very useful. If this is your first event, 
you may find it very productive to conduct a recce while the 
navigator runs through the pace notes, exactly as if you were 
on the stage. You must not do this at anything other than normal speeds on the road, as 
otherwise you may be nabbed by the police or rally organisers, all of whom take a dim 
view of competitors causing aggravation to the general public on the open road. You must 
use your normal Road car, not your competitive car with signage, et cetera. Simple fact of 
life is that we are using closed roads, by the good grace of police and the public and if we 
generate bad publicity or cause problems, then there will be no more Targa rallies. End of 
story.  
 
 
 
 



First Aid Kits & Safety Triangles 
 
All Targa vehicles must carry a CAMS Approved First Aid Kit, a set of Safety Triangles, a 
bag of oil absorbent material along with having a blue triangle to show the location of the 
vehicles battery. 
 
Seat Belts & HANS 
 
Six Point FIA Approved Race Harnesses and HANS devices are mandatory for all Targa 
rallies in the full competition section. Unless you have your seat belts connected properly 
and strapped effectively, over the HANS, they can be ineffective. So practice putting them 
on several times before you have to use them in earnest.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CAR PREPARATION 
 
Air Filters 
 
Your need quality air cleaners, due the presence of dust and gravel, in most rural areas. 
 
Battery 
 
Batteries are generally large and heavy. Make sure that it is securely mounted. You can 
relocate it to a lower point in the car, but you will have to have it in a battery box, if inside 
the cabin. 
 
You can consider using a gel filled battery instead of a lead acid. They may be mounted in 
any position, that will help your centre of gravity and don't mind being laid, on their side. 
 
Brakes 
 
Under the rules you may upgrade your brakes. Study the regulations carefully and exploit 
them to your best advantage. Subject to your driving style, you may get through a Targa 
on one set of pads, but carrying a spare set is a great idea. Talk to your suppliers to get a 
set of pads/shoes suitable for Targa rallies. 
 
Brake Fluid 
 
High boiling point DOT 4 is your only serious option. Do not use standard fluid. As brake 
fluid is hygroscopic (absorbs water) it is essential to replace it every year, as otherwise 
the water that has accumulated in your brake fluid, will turn to compressible steam and 
your brake pedal will hit the floor just when you need it most. 
 
Cooling System  
 
As you are climbing some very steep mountains, in variable 
weather, your cooling system must be in top condition. Replace 
any suspect belts and hoses, especially those hard to get at ones 
in your heater, that can burst and dump boiling water on your 
feet. 
 
You should consider using waterless coolant. It has significant 
advantages such as not pressurising your cooling system, is 
corrosion resistant and an ultrahigh boiling point. The  
disadvantage is it must not be topped up with water and is 
expensive. See http://liquidintelligence115.com.au/ and 
http://www.evanscoolants.com.au/ 
 
Installing a swirl pot is a useful consideration if your cooling system is marginal. This 
device allows the gas bubbles to separate out of the coolant if you are still using a water 
based material. You will often see then on race cars. 
 



Another option is to fit a temperature sensor to the engine block, with an audible warning 
alarm, in the cockpit. You are dreaming if you think that you will keep an eye on your 
temperature gauge during the excitement of the event. 
 
Fuel  
 
As your car is being thrown about in a fashion seldom envisaged by the manufacturer, you 
will find that most cars will not pick up, the last few litres of fuel constantly. This means 
that it could be running lean at a time when this is least desirable. At the very least you will 
find the engine will cough and splutter in corners and under acceleration. In the worst 
case it may lean out so much you could burn a hole in piston. 
 
To overcome this you may fit a small interim surge tank of a few litres, that will supply the 
fuel pump, with a constant head of fuel. 
 
Most gauges have an idiot allowance built in and will have about 10 to 15 litres of fuel left 
before running dry. With a surge tank in place, you can draw on every last drop of fuel out 
of your main tank, before you run out. 
 
You are not permitted to carry fuel in containers in your car 
  
Glass & Wipers 
 
Always ensure that your windscreen is clean inside and out and also ensure that the 
washers and wipers are 100%. 
 
Fire Extinguishers 
 
Fire extinguishers are a vital component and mandatory in all cars except those in the 
tour. You must carry 2kg within easy reach of the driver and navigator. They must be 
securely bolted to the floor, in front of the seat, unless you can locate them in a more 
convenient position. Make sure you have a metal mounting bracket, NOT a plastic one or 
you fail scrutineering. Fire Bombs are also highly recommended to better protect yourself 
and your car against fire. 
Please also note that fire extinguishers must be current as per CAMS expiry dates for fire 
extinguishers.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In Car Cameras 
 
There is a vast multiplicity of in car cameras available. Most use 
the GoPro which gives you a wide angle high-definition movie and 
the more  
Sophisticated variants have remote controls. Another option is to 
use your smartphone with an App specifically designed for rally 
stages. Either way you can review your performance in glorious 
colour and sound. 
 
If you get really technical, you can get a camera with GPS that will show speed, G-forces 
and location on a Google map. 
 
Intercom   
You will be amazed at how much noise develops in your car on 
a rally stage even on Targa. Most cars have a free flow 
exhaust and R series tyres howl noticeably. Combine all this 
with stones rattling underneath the car and you have a lot of 
noise to deal with. An intercom is relatively inexpensive and if 
you already have the setup in your helmet, then all you have to 
do is ensure you plug in, when you strap in the car. Most have 
compensating volumes for background noise and jack's for 
external output and even mobile phones. They are very easy to 
set and forget. 
 
Kill Switch 
 
Most people fit a battery isolation switch and imagine they now have a kill switch. This is 
not so. If your engine is still running when you turn off the battery isolator, your alternator 
is still generating enough current to keep everything running, until the revs fall low enough 
to reduce the voltage and the ignition system cuts out. If you have a crash and your 
throttle is stuck wide open, the engine will keep running until it 
explodes, adding to your misery. Also there is a substantial fire 
hazard. 
 
If fitting a kill switch, you will need a double pole isolator that 
both isolates the battery and also cuts the power to your ignition 
system or engine management system. You can test this by 
turning off the kill switch with the engine running and it all stops 
instantly. You can also obtain impact switch systems that will 
automatically cut the power when a high impact is experienced. 
If fitted, the kill switch must be within easy reach of the crew and 
also a secondary pull tag to operate it must be mounted externally at the base of the 
windscreen on the driver's side. This means that a Marshall can isolate the battery from 
outside the car, in case you are trapped inside with the engine running or worse still, have 
petrol leaking from a ruptured tank and the potential of short circuits causing a spark. 



 
Unregistered Vehicles 
 
When you prepare your car according to the regulations, with a full roll cage for the full 
competition categories, then you may not be able to fully register the car in some states. 
Every state of Australia has different rules so we suggest that check your states 
regulations. 
 
Roll Cage  
 
If you are entering the full competition categories of the 
event, you will be required to have a full roll cage. Not 
only can it save your life, but also stiffen the body shell, a 
fringe benefit will be to improve the handling of the car. 
The roll cage has to be of a CAMS approved type. 
 
You will be required to have padding with a stiff outer casing that meets the current CAMS 
specification on all parts that you are likely to hit your head on. 
 
The hoop across the top of the windscreen will mean that your sun visors will be rendered 
useless, so it is always handy to have a cap with a peak that you can put on when driving 
on the touring stages, when you get the sun in your eyes. Polaroid sunglasses are highly 
recommended to have as it will help to eliminate the reflections inside the screen on top of 
the dash etc. 
 
If you do not have roll cage you may enter the TSD Trophy where your speed is limited to 
130kph. 
 
 
Suspension 
 
You will get more value for money by improving your road holding and brakes, then you 
ever will by making more power, from your engine. If you can maximise your corner speed 
then your top speed is not so important and your results will be better. 
 
A lowered car will cause endless misery on the fast and undulating roads of the Targa. 
We recommend standard ride height, with at least a 50% increase in your spring rate, 
subject to the weight of your car. If you hit a dip at high speed with soft or lowered 
suspension, you will run the risk of rupturing your sump, or tearing off the exhaust system. 
You can also do the same thing, simply by dropping a couple of wheels off the bitumen, if 
there is a big difference in the level of the verge to the Targa road. 
 
Any shock that has done 10,000 kms or more, is not going to be in the best condition, so 
replace or rebuild it. 
 
 



Tyres   
You can get soft, medium or hard compounds in most major makes. A medium set may 
get you through the event, but a soft compound, will generally not last the entire event. 
The weight and power of your car will largely dictate this choice. 
 
You will wear out a full set of R Series tyres, on a powerful car in Targa Tasmania, so 
don't start on a set of used ones. They will be totally worn out on the last day when you 
need them most in the wet stages. 
 
You may consider using a tyre pressure monitoring system. There are endless variants for 
sale on EBay. These gadgets transmit a signal to a screen inside your car. It shows the 
current tyre pressure and temperature. It will also sound an audible warning if your tyre is 
deflating. If you pick up a nail on a long straight section of road, you may not realise you 
have a partially deflated tyre. 
 
If you are entering a Trophy competition, you are restricted to a maximum of 130 km/h 
and an average speed of no more than 90kph, so you may not feel the necessity to buy R 
series tyres but whatever you do, use the best possible set that you can afford, with the 
best wet weather grip. Once again use new tyres. 
 
Lights 
 
You will not need fancy lights on a Targa rally as they all take place in the day light. 
However, you will need to have all normal lights in good working order and you will be 
required to run at least low beam on all Targa stages. For those with retractable 
headlamps you may use fog lights instead. 
 
Lock Your Nuts 
 
Ensure that any important nuts are secured by spring washers at least or use Nyloc nuts. 
Your drain plugs will have to be wired securely. 
 
Never, ever, leave wheel nuts untightened, thinking that you will do that later. If you lose a 
wheel on a corner then there is a strong probability that the offending corner will dig in and 
you will roll over. At the very least you will damage your brakes, possibly damage other 
important low hanging bits and completely erode all confidence, in your car preparation 
skills. 
 
Mobile Phones 
 
Bulletins and starting times will be sent to you by SMS so a mobile phone is essential. 
You must mount it securely or put it in a lockable compartment. Fumbling in your driving 
suit while driving is not an option. Do not answer it unless you are stopped. It will never be 
that essential. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Seats  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIA 8862-2009 FIA 8858-1999 FIA 8858-1999 
 
 
You will need to have a seat that meets the rules. In the full competition categories this 
will usually be to an FIA standard with a fixed backrest. You may be surprised at how light 
these are and can be a significant improvement in both comfort and weight. 
 
Rallysafe 
 
A great innovation has been the use of "RallySafe". This is a 
combination of transmitter and receiver for satellite information and 
messages. Go to www.RallySafe.com.au for the full explanation of 
how it works. Suffice to say that it both times the vehicle, the stage, 
gives distance, warns you of overtaking vehicles and vice versa 
and sends a message to rally HQ if you crash. In that unpleasant 
event you can send an SOS or an OK signal to succeeding cars. 
Note that on Targa events the overtaking car has absolute right-of-
way and you must allow them past or even pull over if necessary.   
While the RallySafe shows distance travelled, you have no control over it whatsoever so a 
trip meter still necessary for you to ensure that you have traversed the correct route, 
particularly on transport stages. The best thing to use is a satellite unit combined  
with a wheel probe that can be calibrated to 100% accuracy. 
 
Spare Parts & Tools 
 
A roll of wire and race tape will be your best investment. Light wire comes in so useful for 
securing all sorts of loose bits, even doubling as a split pin or brake pad locking device, if 
necessary. Race tape in body colour, will hide a multitude of sins and cover up those little 
indiscretions, you may have with the scenery. 
 
A tool roll is best rather than a toolbox, as you can locate it in a more secure fashion, or 
wedge it into a small crevice. Whatever you do, make sure that it will not come loose in 
the boot and destroy fuel lines, or wiring or anything else that is fragile. Any heavy items 
must be securely bolted down. 
 



 
Towing Eyes  
 
If you have the misfortune to go off the road or breakdown and require a 
tow, you don't want to compound the problem by having a dodgy towing 
eye break loose. You can buy towing straps or metal brackets. Make 
sure that it is bolted securely to the chassis by a couple of decent high 
tensile bolts with decent backing plates under the heads. 
 
Ventilation 
 
Targa events take place in all sorts of weather conditions. You may experience 
temperatures ranging from zero to 40 degrees, all within the same event. It has been 
known to snow during the event! 
 
Misting up inside the car can be very dangerous so you will need good ventilation. Use 
Rain-X to minimise the misting effect and it is very good if your wipers pack it in. Just 
make sure that you minimise the use of the air conditioning compressor where possible or 
you will fry the unit with so many rev changes on a stage. 
 
 
Wheel Changing   
Practice doing a wheel change with the equipment you are carrying in the car. You never 
know when you will need to change a tyre during an event. 
 
Weight 
 
All vehicles must be of a minimum weight specification very close to manufacturer's 
specifications. In the past, some competitors have gone to great lengths to build 
lightweight specials, in order to enhance the performance. This has resulted in an unfair 
performance advantage to those with the means to do so. Your car may be weighed at 
any time during the event-by-event officials with portable weighing devices. If you are 
buying a Targa prepared car, it would be wise to ensure that you have it weighed, before 
you present it for scrutineering. If the car is underweight, don't get fazed by this as you 
may then ballast it accordingly to your best advantage, with the best weight distribution for 
handling. 
 
 
ENGINE MODS 
 
Catch Tank   
Your engine will create a lot of oily fumes mixed with 
condensation and fuel. You do not want this fed back into 
your air intake. A two litre reservoir with a drain tap is a great 
idea. You can inspect its contents by draining it into a glass 
jar and allowing the contents to settle out. Oil will float to the 
top, water will show as clear underneath. 

 



Make sure that the vents are not blocked. If you pressurise your crankcase you will blow 
out your oil seals or start blowing a lot of smoke when oil goes into place where it is not 
meant to go 
 
Fuel 
 
We recommend the use of 98 octane fuel but of course this is dictated by your engines 
setup. You can also consider tuning for 95 octane but using 98 as you may not always be 
able to get 98 in country towns. Carry some octane booster, enough for a full tank just in 
case of pinging or detonation. Prolonged detonation under full throttle will burn nice big 
holes in the pistons or blow a head gasket. Detonation equals big problems. 
 
Fuel Pumps 
 
A mechanical fuel pump works well but if you split a diaphragm it can mix fuel with your 
oil, resulting in uneven idling, variable oil pressure and even ruin your engine bearings as 
the oil is thinned out by the contamination of by fuel. 
 
Electrical fuel pumps come in two varieties, pushers and pullers. If you get them mixed up 
you can get poor hot starting, fuel starvation and detonation that can result in a holed 
piston /blown head gasket. 
 
Oil Surge   
Standard sump vs baffled. The spanners are there to show the gaps under the one way 
trapdoors in this instance. Note this sump has been 
extended to give a larger capacity as well. 
Many engines have been ruined by oil surge. This occurs 
when the oil in the sump is forced away from the oil 
pickup for any reason and the pump fails to deliver an 
adequate supply of oil to the bearings. This can happen 
while cornering, braking or acceleration and is 
exacerbated by using high grip R series tyres generating 
high G forces. The easiest but probably least effective 
thing to do is to overfill the sump by a litre. Far better to have a properly baffled sump that 
traps the oil and keeps an adequate amount near the pickup at all times. Fit a LARGE low 
oil pressure light if in the remotest doubt. 
 
If your car leaks oil on the road during a Targa rally, you could spin in your own oil or be 
responsible for a crash or injury, to another competitor. 

 
 
 
 
 



OTHER STUFF YOU NEED TO KNOW 
 
 
Accommodation 
 
Our guide to the even list accommodation providers but it’s best to book early as close to 
each nightly stop as possible. 
At Targa Tasmania, we provide a shuttle service around each city that has an overnight 
stop. 
 
Accommodation for Targa High Country should always be at Mt Buller. The event starts 
and finishes there every day. And event HQ is based there. There is NO fuel but you can 
get this at Mansfield at the bottom of the mountain as you pass through each day. 
 
Breakdowns & Towing 
 
In the heat of the moment you will be very glad to see our Recovery Crew. However make 
absolutely sure before your car disappears, that you have retrieved your mobile phone 
and any other goodies that you need. 
 
Your car will, and can only be towed to the next overnight stop, as they are required to 
pick up multiple cars along the route, to keep the costs of this service to a minimum. Once 
at the Overnight Stop, you can request to be towed to another location at additional cost 
and an additional truck will be organised, to provide this service. 
 
You will be collected from the side of the road by a Recovery Bus, but they will be obliged 
to pick up others on the way. If you have a service crew, they will be able to collect you 
from the end of the stage, if you choose to possibly get you to your end destination 
quicker. They can also pick you up from within the stage, but only after the road, has been 
declared open. 
 
Spirit of Tasmania 
 
The Spirit of Tasmania is the main way competitors get their cars to and from Tasmania. 
Targa competitors receive discounted rates for travel to and from the event. Please go to 
www.spiritoftasmania.com.au for further details 
 
CRO’s 
 
The CRO or Competitor Relations Officer is your best friend and link to the Clerk of 
Course and Event Director on your behalf. They are very experienced personnel who 
have all the contacts to resolve most problems such as timing issues, local contacts for 
repairs, locating other competitors who have dropped out and similar issues. Once again 
just remember they are volunteers and doing this for love, not to get abused. 
 
Early Entry Discounts 
 
Simply put, you can save over a thousand dollars by entering and paying in full about six 
months in advance of Targa Tasmania. Alternatively you can put in an early bird entry by 
depositing $900 and paying the rest in a certain time frame. The event regulations provide 



further details. We also provide early bird discounts for Targa North West, Targa Great 
Barrier Reef and Targa High Country. 
 
Finishing   
To win you must first finish.... 
 
It is essential to finish the event and get a finishers medallion. You can miss an entire day, 
even have the car fail on the way to the finish line but so long as the crew passes over the 
line with piece of the car, you will be declared a finisher. 

 
Insurance 

 
We recommend strongly that you consult with your insurer as to what you are actually 
covered for or more importantly NOT covered for. 

 
Late Time Limit 

 
For each category there will be a late time limit. Later model cars have less time than 
classic cars that may need more attention between stages. If you exceed the late time for 
your car, even though you may book into a control that appears to be open, it may be 
deemed closed as you have taken far too long to get there. This sounds more alarming 
than it really is. In practice it will really only come into play if you are excessively delayed 
en route due to a major mechanical problem or similar. 

 
If you have a problem on stage but then get the car running again after the field has gone 
through you may re-join the event. Due to the convoluted nature of the course you may 
often be able to cut out a loop and run to a point where you fit into the event schedule. Of 
course you will incur a maximum time penalty for that particular stage or stages that you 
have missed. It is not a complete showstopper if you have to do this. It will have the 
unfortunate effect of you missing your Targa plate but at least you will have the 
opportunity of being classed as a finisher in the event. 

 
Lunch Breaks   

The event schedule will allow for a lunch break roughly around the 
middle of the day. Depending on the timings of the day, we may 
take the opportunity to shorten the lunchbreak to keep the field 
closer together and ensure that all competitors, complete the 
afternoon stages within the road closure limit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Media 
 

When dealing with the media, just be aware that they are looking for anything that can be 
sensationalised so if you want to see these events continue then you must keep this in 
mind. Always keep to mind the positive aspects that the event is bringing to an area. This 
may be the amount of money that is being spent by competitors on services, 
accommodation, employment by We, publicity being brought to the region by travelling 
media and TV, in fact anything you can think of to put a positive light on the event. 
 
Other Side Productions produces the Official Targa TV Show, which is broadcast 
nationally and around the world. 
 
There are a number of photographers out on the event and they take first class photos of 
you if you order them in advance. After the event you can get the pictures featuring you 
and your car. Great for big noting yourself to your friends & family and great for your 
sponsors. 
 
Officials  
 
 
Be nice! They are all volunteers doing all of it for love and largely at 
their own cost. They are also judges of fact and that means their word 
is law when decisions are being made by us on transgressions of 
rules. Without any officials there will be no event! 
 
Police 
 
A police officer is positioned at the beginning and the end of each piece of closed road to 
ensure the safety of the general public. They are always friendly if you are doing the right 
thing but are inclined to get a bit testy if they are having to deal with misbehaving 
competitors. Once again be nice.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expect speed traps on transport stages 
 
They get particularly annoyed if you are speeding or overtaking in a dangerous manner or 
generally upsetting the general public. Radar guns are common on the touring stages. 
They will also report any transgressions to us and not only will the civil authorities but we 
fine you will also fine you and impose time penalties as well. 



 
Public 
 

The vast majority of the public are extremely supportive of 
Targa events. They will come in droves to see the cars and 
(hopefully your car) being driven skilfully on the competitive 
stages and safely on touring stages.   
Unfortunately, there is a small but vocal percentage of 
detractors, who could not care less about motorsport and 
would like to see the event disappear without trace. 
Occasionally they have been known to even sabotage an 
event by fair means or foul, so you must be on your guard 
when dealing with the public, at all times. If you have the 
remotest suspicion, that a potential unpleasant situation 
may arise, please contact us immediately. 

 
Refuelling 
 
Most vehicles will be able to get through to a fuel stop at lunch and then at the end of the 
day, providing you start with a full tank. Refuelling must be carried out in a safe manner at 
all times. Please always refer to the supplementary regulations for the latest advice. 
 
Scrutineering 
 
Scrutineering normally takes the day before the event starts. As a minimum they will need 
to see your driving suit helmet, balaclava, gloves and underwear for the right labels that 
meet the latest standard. It is your responsibility to ensure that your vehicle is in top 
condition and meets the requirements of the regulations. 
 
Scrutineers will check cars during the event to ensure that all rules are followed. Your 
tyres will be marked at scrutineering with a unique mark as you are not permitted to use 
more than six tyres during the event. 
 
Tip: Scrutineers like clean cars that look well cared for. 
 
Servicing 
 
Once you have passed scrutineering your car will be placed in Parc Ferme. This means 
that you are no longer able to work on your car, before the start of the event, unless you 
have the permission of Chief Scrutineer. If that is the case, you would have to remove the 
car from Parc Ferme, resolve your problem and then return the vehicle to Parc Ferme. 
This procedure is explained in the supplementary regulations for each event. 
 
Generally speaking, everyone wants to see you continue in the rally despite any 
mechanical problems that you may be experiencing. Service crews may be as simple as a 
mate, who is following you around in another car with his toolbox or alternatively, it can be 
a fleet of vehicles with many helpers and mechanics, subject to your budget. In order to 
gain access 
 



to Parc Ferme, all service crew members must be registered and carry identification. Also 
they will be provided with instructions, as to where your vehicle may be accessed or 
refuelled, en route. They will also be covered by the event insurance. 
 
If your service crew has access to the Internet they will be able to track you live using the 
RallySafe website. This is incredibly helpful and will enable you to get back into the event 
sooner. 
 
Stickers 
 
You would think that putting stickers on the car is a simple process. We have seen some 
dreadful attempts at mounting door decals with the panel on a slant and full of air bubbles. 
Take a small spray container of soapy water, spray it on the location for your sticker and 
then strip the backing off your number, use two people to do this if outside in the wind. 
Use the bottom edge of the door as a reference point to make sure it is level and lay it 
gently on. As the soapy water prevents it from sticking instantly, you can reposition it until 
it is located to your satisfaction. When you have it right, get out your credit card and use it 
as a squeegee, to ease out any air bubbles by working from the centre of the sticker, to 
the outside.   
Sickness and Injury 
 
If you have any doubts whatsoever about your health, consult with your doctor. 
 
We will provide a list of service providers in the areas you will be passing through. We are 
also obliged to provide emergency healthcare services such as paramedics, in the first 
intervention vehicles, that accompany the event and can be seen at the start of each 
Targa stage. All vehicles are required to carry a basic first aid kit. We highly recommend 
that you take the trouble to learn basic first aid skills. 
 
Towing 
 
If you have never towed your rally car before, there are a few lessons to be learnt. 
 
An unbalanced load is the worst possible thing you can have. You need to have the centre 
of gravity of your car, slightly in front of the centreline of your trailer, so that you have a 
small weight bias towards the front – say around 80kgs. If you have a rear weight bias it 
may tow OK up to a certain speed, but will then start to sway, as the speed increases. 
This can result in a complete loss of control, as the sway develops very rapidly and next 
thing you know, you are heading for the bush sideways at a rapid rate of knots. If you are 
on a loose surface it can happen very quickly. If a sway develops, all you can do is slow 
down by using engine braking until the sway reduces. Stop at once and move the car 
forward a few inches. DO NOT speed up to drive through the sway! 
 
 
Determine the “sweet spot” for your load and bolt a couple of blocks permanently on the 
trailer, so that the car rolls up against them, when you load every time. 
 



When you load the car, pull on the handbrake and leave the car out of gear. If you leave 
the car in gear, you face the danger of the gears chattering away during your trip, as the 
car moves slightly back and forth. This will ruin your gearbox. 
 
Secure the car using the towing eyes provided by the manufacturer or if they are not 
convenient, use the axles or wishbones to the most solid spot, you can find on the trailer 
frame. Ensure that the tie downs are as close to horizontal as possible to ensure the least 
movement. 
 
Carry a bit of rubber matting to kneel on while securing your car. It always rains if you 
don’t and you will be grovelling in the mud, as your car drips crap all over you, at the same 
time. 
 
Website 
 
Register your interest on the website at www.Targa.com.au and receive regular bulletins 
from us on what is happening. You can also find a lot of information on Facebook. See 
https://www.facebook.com/targatasmania, 
https://www.facebook.com/targagreatbarrierreef 
 
 
Many people upload useful information and in car video of stages on YouTube. 
 
Further Information 
 
Please contact Pam Stables, Competitors Manager 
 
P: (03) 6221 8888  
M: 0429 126 294  
E: pam@targa.com.au 
 


